
Robert Smith 
Technical Support Executive

PERSONAL STATEMENT

To pursue a Technical Support Executive professional career, which will 
utilize my knowledge and contribute towards the advancement of the 
organization by exploring new avenues and to learn and implement new 
solutions based on cutting-edge technology.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Technical Support Executive
ABC Corporation -   May 2009 – June 2010 

Responsibilities:

 Checked on the status of virus samples sent for processing and 
coordinated with the release team on details of updates.

 Attempted to provide resolutions on the first interaction with customers 
Handle multiple cases at the same time with varying degrees of severity
Update customers on the progress of their cases on a regular-basis 
Taking care of the issues that are escalated by the L1 engineers towards
resolution and Customer Satisfaction.

 Created incidents for new issues and sending it to the concerned dept.
 Followed existing incidents towards resolution Educating the customer 

about the issue and measures that he can use to prevent the issue from
occurring again.

 Troubleshoot various queries of the customer regarding issues related to
K7 security products.

 Manually cleared Adwares, Malware, virus and spywares.
 Used Citrix meta-frame to access applications and tools.

Technical Support Executive
Delta Corporation -   2005 – 2009 

Responsibilities:

 Explanation of various products and policies, conflict resolution 
Troubleshooting related to the Internet, resulting in greater customer 
satisfaction.

 FlockPod is the worlds first social interaction pod - a small place on any 
Web page where people get together and interact on-the-spot.

 Provided email-based technical support to customers on installing the 
application on their web page, configuring various.

 Administering the flocked datacenter server, managing IIS, backups of 
the application database, monitoring system activities, windows 
updates, etc.

 Coordinate, update, and diagnosing of client systems on the Stargate 
network that has over 400+ clients on the network using the 
reservation system.

 Integration of Televantage server PABX across all Worldspan branches 
via a VPN link.

 Providing email-based technical support to customers on installing the 
application on their web page, configuring various.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Desktop Support, 
Incident Management, 
Change Management, 
Inventory Management.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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